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TWEET 1
COVID19 Excess Deaths plateau at 153,006, 15% more than
17/18 Flu with same age range counts. Details follow

FIGURE 1. This is EuroMOMO excess death counts for calendar years 2018, 2019 & 2020.
The excess death for COVID19 is easily read as the difference between Week19 (12May20) and
Week08 (27Feb20). Same is true of the 2018 part of 2107/18 flu season. Getting the 2017 part
is harder. These yellow notes are added to aid those interested in following the calculation and
hopefully pointing out errors.
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FIGURE 2. This is EuroMOMO’s Total (solid blue line), Baseline (dashed grey line) and
‘Substantial increase’ (dashed red line) for years 2016 to present. Green circles mark
2017/18 Flu and COVID 19. The difference between Total Deaths and Baseline Deaths is
Excess Deaths.

Table 3. Summary for 2020 COVID19 Season and 2017/18 Influenza Season. Due to
Baseline issues, we cannot estimate Age Range Mortality for the 2017 part of the flu season
so we base our analysis on the 2018 part where data is available from EuroMOMO.
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TWEET 2
EuroMOMO https://www.euromomo.eu/graphs-and-maps
Excess Deaths from 2020 Week 8 now match reported
COVID Deaths @JHUSystems perfectly (better than 2%). In
earlier weeks the reported deaths were lower. Not sure why?
It allows me to do this in depth analysis & comparison with
EuroMOMO influenza.

FIGURE 4. The weekly EuroMOMO Excess Deaths are read off their graphs by mouse-over.
The Weekly reported COVID19 deaths are taken from the JHU Github repository. The good
agreement is an encouraging sigh of reliable data but there is a unexplained delay in
EuroMOMO numbers.
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TWEET 3
Analysis of Europe's Excess Deaths is hard: EuroMOMO
provides beautiful plots; data requires hand-recorded
mouse-overs. COVID19 2020, Weeks 08-19 & flu 2018,
Weeks 01-16 is relatively easy for all age ranges (totals
153,006 & 111,226). Getting Dec. 2017 flu peak is very tricky.

FIGURE 5. The Excess deaths for COVID19 in 2020 and for Influenza in 2018 are easily read
off the EuroMOMO graphs by hand recording four mouse-overs. The same is done for all
different age ranges allowing accurate determination of the age range mortalities. For
COVID19, 174,801-21,795=153,006 Excess Deaths. For Influenza, the difference is 111,2260 = 111,226 Excess Deaths.
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TWEET 4

Should be easy as mouse over gives two values a week:
Actual death count & Baseline value. Tests on COVID19
peak gave total of 127,062 deaths & not 153,006. Plotting
table & superimposing real plot showed why. Wrong
Baseline values are actually 'Substantial increase' values!!

FIGURE 6. Excess Deaths can also be determined from the plots of Total and Baseline
Deaths with week number. Many more numbers need to be recorded but the result would
be the same.
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TABLE 7. The pairs of numbers recorded from EuroMOMO between weeks 08 and 19 of
2020 allow the Excess Death to be determined in a different way than from FIG. 5. The
total Excess Death (127,062) should be the same as before (153,006) but it is not. Why?

FIGURE 8. The lower number is TABLE 7 is in fact not the Baseline Death value (grey
dashed line) but the ‘Substantial increase’ value (red dashed line). Thus the numbers in the
table are not Excess Deaths (Total minus Baseline level) but Total minus ‘Substantial
increase’ level. The difference is found by adding 12x1981 to 127,062 to get 153,006. This
means that the baseline is about 2000 deaths a week below the red line. This cannot be
intended and is a serious error in EuroMOMO. Can someone please help me contact them?
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TWEET 5

Requiring two COVID19 death counts to match means
reducing Baseline value by 23,774/12=1,981. Mouse-over
2017 weeks 46 to 52 gave table below. Negative excess
death meant 2017 flu began Week 49 not 46. We tried to
get Age Range data for 2017 but table just use 2018 flu data.

TABLE 9. We try to estimate the Excess Deaths for the 2017 part of the 2017/18 influenza season by
recording pairs of mouse-overs for seven weeks (46 to 52) and four age ranges. Because the Total
Death is not always higher than the ‘Substantial increase. base level, we use differences as a sanity.
The red number for weeks 46 to 48 show that the Excess Death is negative and that the Influenza
season did not start till week 49 of 2017.
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TABLE 10. We try to combine the two parts of the 2017/18 flu season. The values for 2018 are
straight forward as they are determined as shown in Fig. 5. For the 2017, we need to use the
values in Table 9 and add the baseline correction because EuroMOMO mouse-overs are wrong,
giving as they do the ‘Substantial increase’ value instead of the ‘Baseline’ value. We can use the
same correction of 1981 deaths per week as determined for All COVID19 data but we do not know
what the correction is for other age ranges. An attempt to assume that the correction is
proportional to the 2017 number of deaths in each age range gives strange age range mortalities.
Thus, we choose to use the total for 2017 (21,972) but give the age range mortalities just from the
deaths in 2018.
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TWEET 6

COVID19 is similar to flu only in total and age range excess
mortality. Flu is a different virus, has a safe vaccine & is
much less a threat to heroic medical professionals.
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